
ROSH HASHANA 5776-2

All of our sixth graders learn the story of the Jewish Rip Van Winkle, an

elderly man named Honi.  One day, Honi was planting some small carob

trees when the king passed by and exclaimed “old man, surely you don’t

think that you will live long enough to eat of the fruit of these trees?”

Honi replied, “no, your majesty, I don’t.  However, when I came into this

world, others had planted trees for me.  I am now planting for those who

will come after me.”

Honi had faith in the future of Judaism.  Most Israelis, despite the major

controversy involving the Iran nuclear agreement, have faith in the future

of Israel.  The question we confront on Rosh Hashana 5776 involves the

future of the American Jewish community and our local Jewish

communities in Rockland and Bergen counties.  For many years,

American Jews supported the Jews of Israel.  In recent years, Israelis

have begun to worry about the future viability of Jewish life in America.

This concern springs not from rising levels of anti-Semitism.  Rather, it is

based on growing feelings of apathy among American Jews and declining

commitment to Jewish community and continuity.



Over the past fifty five years, as the population of the United States has

grown considerably, the American Jewish population has declined by

10%.  We who made up 3% of America’s population in 1960 have seen our

share of the population shrink to 1.7%.

These numbers are even more alarming when we realize that this decline

came despite the impressive growth of the Orthodox Jewish community.

For too many of us in the non-Orthodox community, all that has grown is

our indifference.  We have embraced the empty calories of Bar/Bat

Mitzvah parties while ignoring the nutritious teachings of Torah, social

action and tzedakah, which have defined us and sustained us for

thousands of years.

Conservative Judaism is falling apart throughout the country, with

affiliation rates plummeting.  Reform Jewish affiliation is declining as well.

As a result, Orthodox Jews now make up a higher percentage of the

American Jewish community than ever before.  Unlike so many secular

Jews, being actively Jewish is a priority for Orthodox Jews in America.



There is a lot to find fault with in the Orthodox community.  However, Rosh

Hashana is less about criticizing others and more about looking critically

at ourselves.  If there is one thing that we and other non-Orthodox Jews

can learn from the Orthodox Jewish world it is how to function as a

community.

A couple of months ago, I was involved in an event which attracted a small

amount of national attention.  A Brooklyn funeral director asked me to

officiate at a small funeral in the Rockland County Veteran’s cemetery.

After speaking with the daughter, whose health required her to remain in

Florida, I arrived at the cemetery.  As I began the service, a trickle of cars

carrying more than a dozen Orthodox men, arrived at the graveside.

I soon learned that the daughter in Florida had posted on Facebook her

concern that there would not be a minyan at her father’s funeral.  Within a

couple of hours, the word had spread and Orthodox men who had never

met the deceased and who lived two thousand miles away were helping to

bury him.  How many of us even bother to show up at the shivah when a

member of our own congregation has a death in the family?



The traditional Jewish commitment to the concept of community dates

back nearly four thousand years, when Abraham pleaded with God to

save the righteous people of Sodom and Gomorrah.

We all know that we live in an area with a strong Orthodox presence.  We

may not know, however, the degree to which the Orthodox Jewish

community cares for other Jews, Orthodox and non-Orthodox, who are

sick, poor or hungry.  They make it a priority to watch one another’s kids,

to host strangers for Shabbat and more.

Their philosophy is straightforward:  We strengthen our community by

giving of ourselves, even to those whom we don’t know.  We strengthen

our community by giving tzedakah to those whom we do not know.

Yes, there are certainly those in our community who observe these

mitzvot and more.  Our small, but committed, Social Action committee has

planned Midnight Runs, collected food for the hungry and much more.

However, my experience is that vast numbers of Orthodox Jews don’t just

schedule these mitzvot;  they live these mitzvot.  As such, Orthodox Jews

truly understand that we strengthen our community by ensuring that the

community continues to exist and to thrive.



Some six weeks ago, many of us were shocked to read about the sudden

closing of the YJCC in Washington Township.  About eight years ago, we

witnessed the closing of the Reform Temple of Suffern.  This year, two

Rockland Reform temples decided to merge, rather than disappear.

So how is it that in Rockland and Bergen, two of the most Jewish and

affluent counties in all of America, Jewish institutions are disappearing?

I’ll give you a clue.  All of the institutions which are closing are not

Orthodox.  They were populated by people, many good people, who were

there because the synagogue or the institution provided a service that the

people found valuable.  However, once they decided that they no longer

needed those particular services for themselves, the people felt no

obligation to support it being there for others.   They felt no sense of

community.

That is not a Jewish model, nor is a successful model for a Jewish

community.  Unfortunately, that is the model which epitomizes a large part

of our non-Orthodox, Jewish community.  If we are to have a future in

Rockland, Bergen and elsewhere, that model must change.

Every Jew should belong to a synagogue.  In Biblical times and for many

centuries in Europe, even in recent times, every Jewish adult had to pay a



tax to support Jewish communal institutions.  There was an understanding

that the community which is there to serve everyone cannot survive on a

pay-per-use basis.

Most of us encounter this concept when we get our annual school-tax

notice.  Homeowners with and without children enrolled in the public

schools pay school taxes.  Though we may recoil at how much we pay, we

understand that strong schools benefit the community and everyone who

lives in it.

When our immigrant ancestors came to this country, they were motivated

to do whatever was necessary to succeed in this great land.  They worked

six, even seven days a week.  They wanted life for their children to be

better than the life they left behind in Europe and they were willing to put

forth maximum effort.

In recent decades, the strong work ethic of other immigrant communities

has led to their moving rapidly up the American educational and economic

ladders.

At the same time, the Jewish community has become complacent.  We

made it and then we got lazy.  We are still doing quite well, but we have



lost our drive.  We know for a fact that this next generation of Jewish

young adults will not be as educated as their parents, they will not be as

prosperous as their parents and they will not be as Jewishly connected as

their parents.  Like a sports team which tries to sit on its lead, rather than

playing the style that brought them the lead, we have shown definite signs

of slipping.

Fifty two years ago, scores of people came together, as a community, to

start this temple.  Enthusiasm was high, people showed up for meetings,

gave of their time, their talents and their resources to build and populate

what is now the rear part of this Sanctuary.

Times were good for almost twenty years, but then came a decline.  The

congregation then flourished for almost another twenty years until major

financial and societal changes began affecting us, as well as other

synagogues, churches and non-profits nationwide.

The founders of our temple selected the name “Beth Am,” the house of the

people rather than many other possibilities because they believed that

this congregation was going to be a group effort, a kind of Jewish co-op.

With everyone doing their part and acting in the best interests of the



community, Beth Am would flourish . . . and we did . . . as long as everyone

did their part.

The problem is that more and more people began to believe that their role

simply involved paying dues and tuition.  We no longer felt part of

something greater than ourselves.  Instead, we believed that the

synagogue exists to serve us.  We became consumers, rather than

shareholders.  After the Bar/Bat Mitzvah, we were gone.  We justified

abandoning the community by saying “I’m not really religious.”   Perhaps

something happened that didn’t go our way or other interests became

part of our lives.

That change, from being community members to self-centered

consumers, has begun to decimate the non-Orthodox Jewish

community here in Rockland and Bergen and nationwide.

Supporting a synagogue from which one derives a tangible benefit is

important, but it isn’t a mitzvah.  The mitzvah is making sure that the

synagogue will be there to serve our needs and the needs of others in the

future.  Just as others had planted trees for Honi and his generation, so it

is our moral obligation to plant for those who will come after us.



Five years ago, I told the story of long-time Temple member Jack Burns

obm.  Jack, a prominent businessman here in Pearl River, hardly ever set

foot in this building.  However, he told me “I’m not going to use it very

much, but I want it to be there for those who will.”

Focusing on the welfare of the community is a Jewish value.  “What’s in it

for me?” is not.  That is why Jews have historically been involved in social

service and social justice organizations, whose primary focus is on non-

Jewish clients.

I understand that supporting a synagogue is not cheap.  However,

watching community institutions disappear is far more costly.  As Moses

tells the people in the Torah portion we read this past Shabbat and which

we read again on Yom Kippur, we have a choice.  We can support our

synagogues and other Jewish institutions, whether we actively use them

or not.  Or, we can figure out how to squeeze as much as we can out of

them for our personal benefit without paying our fair share.

Choosing the first option will enable Reform and Conservative Judaism to

remain vibrant in our area.  Choosing the second option will virtually

ensure that, twenty years from now, any non-Orthodox Jewish presence in

Bergen and Rockland County, in particular, will be minimal.  The choice is

ours to make.



If Beth Am did not exist, there would be other synagogues where people

could go.  However, they would not be Beth Am, any more than the newly-

merged Reform temple in Rockland will not be what made Temple Beth El

or Temple Beth Torah thrive for so many years.  It will be a new entity, with

an uncertain identity and an uncertain future.

We know what we have here and most of us like it a lot.  As members of

this community, like Abraham and Isaac, we walk together in ensuring the

future.  Today, I echo the remarks of our Temple president Wendy Slotnick

and ask you to ensure that Beth Am Temple will remain a force for

educating adults and children, for embracing Jewish tradition within

Reform Jewish worship, for bringing the best of Temple life to the

communities of Rockland and Bergen.

For a long time, one of my favorite quotes has been the teaching of Rabbi

Menakhem Mendel of Kotsk, the Kotzker Rebbe.  He used to say, “there

are three ways in which a person can go about performing a mitzvah.  If

one says ‘I will do it soon,’ the way is poor.  If one says ‘I am ready to do it

now,’ the way is average.  However, if one says ‘I am already doing it,’ the

way is worthy of praise.”



There are many members of our congregation today who have taken the

way of praise for many years.  Even if they show up twice a year, even if

they are not Jewish, but are part of a Jewish family, they ensure that Beth

Am has both a past and a future.

On Rosh Hashana and on Yom Kippur, our prayers are in the plural.  We

pray both as a community and for the community.  This communal voice

has carried our congregation through more than fifty two years;  this

communal spirit will carry us and our other community institutions into the

future as well.  Just as others planted for us in the past, so do we plant for

those who will come after us.

The story is told of a wealthy woman who wanted to leave a gift for her

community in Europe, so she decided to build a beautiful synagogue.

When the project was completed, the people of the community entered

and marveled at its magnificent appearance.   Then, someone asked

“where are the lamps?  Where will the light come from?”

The philanthropist pointed to strategically-placed brackets all along the

walls throughout the synagogue. She then gave each family a lamp and

explained, “Whenever you come to the synagogue, bring your lamp and

light it.  But each time you are not here, a part of the synagogue will be



dark. This lamp will remind you that whenever you are absent, some part

of God’s house will be dark. Your community is relying on you for light.”

Today is a day of brightness, of renewal, of hope, of celebration and joy!

With your continued involvement, tomorrow will be as well!      AMEN


